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will launch a red bull color in the next year at the Jordan AJ V.1 Chukka, Chukka shoes always have something new and eye-catching
feeling on the black shoes color collocation, lined with red shoelaces and JUMPMAN LOGO with classical Grown series of external
sulfur bottom in combination for collocation AJ1 boots shoe body hole Swoosh, the upper Flight Basketball logo, suede leather laces
fixed shoe body, a new type of shoes full details of the AJ1 element, the texture of leisure. The new product is expected to be on sale
next January, and friends who like it can pay attention to it. 

Jordan Brand at the end of this year's highlights, Air Jordan XI Concord has previously brought preview messages, this time on more
details released publicly. The Air Jordan XI Concord to Air Jordan XI last year as Space Jam and Air Jordan XI Cool Grey last year,
in particular to a beautiful drawing type packing box and the box, in addition to white out, 23 words printed on the outside of the box
big, then opened the box after box with purple blue at the same time, Jordan Brand attached a purple blue shoe tree, the whole Air
Jordan XI Retro Concord details will bring more perfect. But at present, there is no exact information on the sale of shoes, like friends
may wish to refer to the details below pictures. C+ 5 F4% Z6 C) p J6}5; S
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